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Introduction

In the last 10 yrs the use of antithrombotic therapy has 

grown, as an effect of international guidelines 

promoting their widespread use to prevent 

cardiovascular events in high-risk populations.

This effect is particularly important, since the 

epidemiology of the trauma population has also 

changed, with a larger prevalence of older age-groups, 

where antiplatelet drugs are more prevalent.

≈10% of the Italian population is treated with antiplt 

agents, which increased to 24.7% in pts  >65 yrs.



Introduction

The effects of antiplatelets, mainly Aspirin and 
Clopidogrel, on traumatic bleeding are not clearly
defined. 

Data from non-elective orthopaedic procedures show 
both increased peri-operative blood loss or no effects. 

In retrospective studies pre-injury use of antiPlts did not
affect morbidity and mortality on pelvic trauma, as in 
hip fractures. 



Introduction

Platelet function in trauma pts has been poorly investigated. 

In pts with acute traumatic coagulopathy, plt. count does not 

decline to levels that might be expected to contribute 

significantly to coagulopathy [Floccard, Injury 2012].

The plt. count on admission, may be predictive of outcome as

documented in massively transfused trauma pts, where plt

count was inversely correlated with injury severity [Hess  JR, 

Transfusion 2009], morbidity [Schnuriger B, J Trauma 2010] 

and mortality.

Severe injury increased platelet activation, along with decreased

function as observed in TBI, was associated with increased

mortality [Jacoby RC J Trauma 2001].



Harr Jeffrey, et al, Cri Care Med 2013



In pts with head injury pre-injury anti-thrombotic

therapy has been proposed as risk factor.

The risk refers to an increased incidence of 

intracranial injury after CT scan, to a radiological

worsening of lesions, to a risk of neurosurgical

intervention and to unfavourable outcome at short-

and long-follow up.

Antiplatelets and Head Injury



Antiplatelets and Risk of Intracranial Lesions 
after Head Injury

Author Inclusion 
criteria

Antiplatelets N. cases Results

Spektor - Israel

J Neurosurg 2003

Mild & 
Moderate,  
Age >60

Asp. 100 mg 110 ICH: Not increased

Jones - USA

Am J Surg 2006

All TBI,  
Age >50

Asp.  - Clop. 43 Neurosurg. & re-bleeds 
in Clop. increased

Tauber - Austria

J Trauma 2009

Mild Clop. 1,660 Incidence of ICH: 
increased

Fabbri – Italy

JNNP 2010

Mild Asp. -
Ibuprofen.

10,288 ICH: increased (Asp + 
age>75)

Brewer – USA

J Trauma 2011

Mild Clop. -
Warfarin

141 ICH: increased

Nishijima - USA

Acad Emerg Med 2013

Mild Clop. -
Warfarin

958 ICH: increased

Levine - USA

Am J Emerg Med 2014

Mild Clop. 658 ICH: increased (OR 
16.7; 95% CI 1.71-
162.7).



Author Inclusio
n

Therapy N. cases Results

Mina, USA
J Trauma 2002

ICH Asp. 19 Mortality in Aspirin & Warfarin group: no 
difference

Ohm, USA
J Trauma 2005

All ICH Asp. Clop 90 Mortality: 3-fold increased

Jones, USA
Am J Surg 2006

All TBI,  
Age >50

Asp. Clop. 43 Neurosurg. Interv. and re-bleeds: 
increased in Clop.

Wong- Hawaii
J Trauma 2008

All TBI Asp. Clop 111 Long-term disability and mortaliy: 
increased

Ivascu – USA 
J Trauma 2006

All TBI Asp. Clop. 109 Mortality: increased

Major - UK
Emerg J Med 2009

All TBI Asp. Clop. 287 Mortality: 21% increased in Asp group

Fortuna - USA
Surgery 2009

Mild Asp.Clop. 
Warfarin 

166 Mortality: no difference

Fabbri - Italy
JNNP 2010

Mild Asp. -
Ibuprofen.

14,288 Death, vegetative state, severe disability: 
no difference

Boneville, USA
Surgery 2011

All TBI Asp. Clop. 271 Mortality or LOS: no difference

Bellal - USA
J Trauma ACS 2014

All TBI Clop 142 CT worsening, risk of neurosurg interv.: 
Increased

Antiplatelet Therapy & Outcome in Head Injury 
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Antiplatelet therapy and the 
outcome of subjects with 
intracranial injury: the Italian  
SIMEU study

Introduction: We tested the potential risk 

of pre-injury antiplatelet drug use on short-

and long-term outcome of head injured pts 

admitted to EDs.

Methods:  1,558 adult pts with mild, 

moderate and severe head injury included 

by 32 centres. In logistic analyses, the 

short-term outcome was assessed by an 

evaluation of head CT scan at 6 to 24 

hours after trauma and the long-term 

outcome by the Glasgow outcome scale 

(GOS) at six months.

Fabbri A, et al. Crit Care 2013



In mild, moderate and severe head injury and positive CT scan, the short term 
outcome was studied in relation to antiplatelet therapy. The risk of short term 
outcome (TC worsening) 2-fold increased (19.7% treated vs. 9.3% untreated.The 
risk was higher in pts. on clopidogrel (RR 5.76, 95% CI 3.88 to 8.54).

Fabbri A, et al. Crit Care 2013



Fabbri A, et al. Crit Care 2013

Short term worsening resulted particularly high, in relation to severity of 
head injury, n. of intracranial lesions and antiplatelet therapy.



Fabbri A, et al. Crit Care 2013

Logistic analysis with variables tested in the predictive model for short-
term outcome (CT worsening) after head injury. 



Fabbri A, et al. Crit Care 2013

The risk of unfavorable outcome at six month (death, vegetative state and 
permanent severe disability) increased by 50% in the group treated with 
antiplatelet therapy (RR 1.58, 95% CI 1.28 to 1.95; P < 0.001).



Batchelor JS, et al Br J Neurosurg 2012

A meta-analysis to determine the effect on survival of platelet transfusions in 
patients with either spontaneous or traumatic antiplatelet medication-associated 
intracranial haemorrhage.



Aspirin

Clopidogrel

Batchelor JS et al.; Br J Neurosurg 2012

A meta-analysis to determine the effect on survival of platelet transfusions in 
patients with either spontaneous or traumatic antiplatelet medication-associated 
intracranial haemorrhage.



Conclusion
Options to (partially) restore platelet activity include transfusion of 
platelets and application of haemostatic drugs such as 
desmopressin, TXA and FVII-a. Guidelines regarding their use are 
missing, since these agents have not been subject to controlled 
trials in TBI so far. 
Withdrawal of antiplatelet agents may carry high risks for patients, 
so treatment has to consider co-morbidities and an interdisciplinary 
approach should be chosen. Further trials needed …

Beynon C. et al, Crit Care 2012



Recommendations

Decisions to withhold antiplatelet drugs  or to administer  pro-

haemostatic agents should be made after a careful multidisciplinary 

assessment of the   risks and benefits of intervention. (1C)

Bleeding in pts during treatment with aspirin, P2Y12 antagonists or 

GP IIa/IIIb  inhibitors should be managed in the first instance with 

general haemostatic  measures. If necessary, drug cessation and 

reversal of the effect of co-prescribed anticoagulants should also be 

considered (2C).

Platelet  transfusion (2–3 adult doses) should be considered as an 

additional measure for critical bleeding  or prevention of bleeding 

before emergency surgery (2C).

Platelet transfusion should be considered to prevent bleeding in 

severe thrombocytopenia caused by abciximab (2C).

Makris, et al. Br J Haematol 2012



Krasopoulos G, et al, BMJ 2008

In a meta-analysis (20 studies, 2,930 pts), most of these used aspirin regimens, 
75-325 mg daily, 28% of pts. were classified as aspirin resistant.



Clop. resistance definitions are different: Gurbel et al. Change in inhibition of 
platelet aggregation (IPA) of <10% using light transmittance aggregometry (LTA), 
Angiolillo et al: IPA <40% by LTA), Lau et al: Platelet aggregation ≥70% by LTA. 

Subjects treated with Clop showed large response variability and resistance in some 
cases (study range from 5% to 44%).

Gurbel P, et al. Thrombosis Res 2007



PLT component reaction rates, total and by study site

Platelet transfusions reactions has been reported in approx. 1-
2% of cases.
There were no statistical differences in aggregate reaction rates 
between PSPPs and SDPs (p = 0.56) or between PSPPs and RDPs 
(p = 0.13). 

Tormey CA, et al Transfusion 2009



Functional optical detection systems to test the real functional activity of platelet 
aggregation are coming in the ED in particular in pts. with ICH haemorrhage, 
where Physician must decide whether or not to transfuse.

Naidech AM, et al. Neurocrit Care 2012

Functional measures of platelet activity are needed ?



Conclusions: 
Trauma and Antiplatelet Therapy

Studies on severe trauma not available. 

Studies on head injury not conclusive, no guidelines available.

Platelet transfusion still “investigational”, (Class 2B, Evidence 

Lev.B)

Consider risk/benefit ratio in individual pts (CT scan, drug 

and  clinical-anamnestic profile).

Pre-injury antiplt. therapy is a risk factor for intracranial 

lesions: Asp. lower-risk, Clop. higher-risk.

Pre-injury antiplt. therapy in pts. with positive CT scan 

increases the risk of worsening. Asp. low-risk, Clop. high risk.

The effect of antiplts on long-term outcome is uncertain.



Conclusions: 
Trauma and Antiplatelet Therapy

Results of a multi-centre RCT on platelet transfusion in 
pts. with severe trauma are awaited

The  suggested dose for normalising plt activity in healthy
volunteers given aspirin alone or a combination of aspirin
and clopidogrel was 5 and 10 to 15 platelet units

Reverse therapy with platelets transfusions:

1. Indicated in head injury, positive CT scan, need for 

neurosurgical intervention, any therapy (Asp. and/or 

Clop). 

2. Indicated in head injury, positive CT scan and therapy

with Clop.

3. Not indicated in head injury, positive CT scan and 

therapy with Asp, but a risk /benefit evaluation in 

individual subjects is needed.


